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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [2] and [3], F UC h s considered nth order homogeneous linear differential 
equations, 
Q(y) = ~fj(x)y’“-” = 0, 
i=o 
where the fj are complex analytic functions having an isolated singularity 
at a point which we will take here to be co. (For a complete discussion see 
[4, pp. 160-161 and 356-3701.) It was shown ([2, p. 1361) that such an equa- 
tion has a fundamental set of solutions of the form, 
Y(4 = XT f %&> (1% XP, (2) 
W&=0 
where k < n - 1, Y is a complex number, and where the functions II, have 
an isolated singularity at co (which may be essential). Fuchs’s theorem ([2, 
p. 1431 and [3, p. 3581) states that a necessary and sufficient condition that 
all the functions urn appearing in the fundamental set (2) have at most poles 
at CO, is that 0~) be a regular singularity of the equation (i.e., each fj/fo have 
a zero of order at least j at co.) It follows that if co is a regular singularity, 
the equation has a fundamental set of solutions each of which is asymptotically 
equivalent, as x -j co, to a function of the form X” (log x)~. In this paper we 
are concerned with the existence of solutions having this asymptotic behavior, 
for a broader class of equations. 
The class of linear equations treated here is the class treated by Strodt in 
[7], and roughly consists of those equations of the form (l), where each fj(x) 
is defined and analytic in a sector, 
a < arg (x - fieBei(a+b)/2) < b (3) 
(for fixed a and b in (- rr, W) and some B > 0), and has an asymptotic expan- 
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sion as x + 00 in terms of real (but not necessarily integral) powers of x 
and/or trivial functions (i.e., functions which are asymptotically smaller (<) 
than all powers of x). These asymptotic relations are to hold as x --f CO over 
p((a, 6) which is a filter base consisting essentially of the sets (3) (as 6 tends 
to co) which converges to co. More precisely, using the terminology intro- 
duced in [5], we treat linear equations having coefficients in a logarithmic 
domain of rank zero over the neighborhood system P(a, b). (For the defini- 
tions of logarithmic domain, neighborhood system of co, &a, b), “<” and 
the concept of asymptotic equivalence (-) as x-+ 00 that we employ, see 
[5, Sections 3, 13, 49, 941.) We seek solutions which are - ti (log x)” in 
some P(c, d). 
In [l, Theorem V], it was shown, with the results of Strodt [6,7], that if 
Q(y) = 0 is in the class described above, then corresponding to any logarith- 
mic monomial 1M (i.e., a function of the form 
M(x) = Ati0 (log x)oL1 (log log X)cL2 *** (log, X)% 
for complex A # 0 and real ori), at which 52 is unstable (i.e., for which there 
is a function h - M such that Q(h) is not - Q(M)), the equation Q(y) = 0 
has at least one solution - M, and M must be of the form APO (log x)~ 
where m ~(0, 1, a*., n - l}. In this paper we extend the definition of insta- 
bility to include the case where the 0~~ are any complex numbers, (M being then 
called a complex logarithmic monomial.) It is shown (Section 7) that [l, Theo- 
rem V] holds in this case. This result is then used to prove that when Q 
satisfies a regularity condition (analogous to co being a regular singularity 
in the Fuchs theory), then Q(y) = 0 has a fundamental set of solutions, 
each asymptotically equivalent to a complex logarithmic monomial. (See 
Section 11). When the notion of fundamental set is replaced by a stronger 
condition (i.e., fundamental set modulo trivial functions), the converse 
becomes true (see Section 15), and we obtain an analog of Fuchs theorem 
(see Section 14). In the proof of the converse, use is made of a result (proved 
in Section 12) which is a representation theorem for certain solutions of 
Q(y) = 0. In essence, it states that the vector space consisting of all solutions 
which are asymptotically smaller than a power of x, modulo the subspace of 
trivial solutions, has a basis consisting of solutions each asymptotically 
equivalent to a complex logarithmic monomial. This result is proved with 
the classical technique of reduction of order. 
2. UNIFORM HYPOTHESES. (a) M is complex logarithmic monomial (i.e., a 
function of the form 
M(x) = KXQ0 (log x)cL’ (log log x)oLB a*. (log, xp, 
where K, c+, , -‘., c+, are complex and K # 0.) 
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(b) Q is an nth order linear d$Xerential polynomial, 
-Q(Y) = ~ f&)Y”)> 
j=O 
wh@e Lfo(4,fi(49 a..9 fn( x )> is contained in a logarithmic domain of rank zero 
over a complex neighborhood system of CO, 3 (see [5, Sections 3, 491). We will 
denote fj by sZ[ j], and we assume that some J2[ j] is nontrivial. 
3. DEFINITION. Assume Section 2. (a) If M is as in Section 2(a), and 
f - M, then as in [5, Sections 23-241, 6,(f) denotes 01~ . If f is trivial, 
S,(f) = - co. 
(b) a[*] will denote max (S,(Q[j]) -j : j = 0, 1, e-e, n}. 
(c) If 01 is a complex number, and if @(u, v) is the transform of Q(y) under 
the change of variables x = eU, y = VP”, then the differential polynomial 
(exp [- (a + a[*]) u]) @(u, v) is denoted [a; QJ (v). 
(d) We say M is a complex critical monomial of Q if D is unstable at M 
(i.e., if there is a function h N M such that O(h) is not w O(M)). The set 
of complex critical monomials of Q is denoted crit* (Q). 
(e) Since the Q[ j] belong to a logarithmic domain of rank zero, a non- 
trivial Q[ j] is N J&xoL~, where Ki is a nonzero constant. The critical equation of Q 
(introduced in [l, Section 171) is the equation 
F(a) = c Kp(a - 1) *** (a -j + 1) = 0, 
the sum being over all j for which CX~ - j = Q[*]. 
REMARK. (c) and (d) above are the natural extensions of the definitions 
given in [l, Sections 4, 71 for their real analogs. It is easily seen that the 
proofs of [l, Sections 8, 10, 11, 12, 16, 18, 191 are valid without any changes, 
for the M and 52 treated here (in fact, for any homogeneous 52). For the 
reader’s convenience we state the analog of [l, Section 191, which will be 
of use in proving Lemma 5. 
4. LEMMA. Assume Section 2. Let Y = n + 1. Then M E crit* 9 if and 
only if 
M(x) = A@ (log x)“’ ..a (log, x)*, 
where A is a nonzero complex number, and for each i, 0 < i < Y, CQ is a root 
of the critical equation of [oL+~ , ***, c+,; Q]. (Here [cY+~ , a**, %; Q] is defined 
inductively as Q if i = 0, and as [ariPl; [CQ.+ , *a., CX~; Q]] if i > 1.) 
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5. LEMMA. Assume Section 2 and let 
max{SO(Q[j]) -j :j = 0, 1, .*., rz} = 0. 
Then : 
(1) ME crit* (Q) if and onZy if M(x) = CX~ (log x)~, where the complex 
number 6 is a root of multiplicity m > 0 of the critical equation of Q, and where 
b E (0, 1, *.a, m - l), and c is a nonaero complex number. 
(2) If M(x) = cxs (log x)b E crit* (.Q) and Q(M) is nontriwial, then there 
exist a real number l > 0 and a polynomial P(z) in s alone, with constant 
coejkients, such that if z* = x~-~P (log x) then z* < M and 
where S,(H) -=C 0. 
Lqz*) + GyM) = xwI(x), 
PROOF. We can write x-Q[j] = ai + tj where aj is a constant and 
S,(t,) < 0 for each j. Let 
D(y) = i ajxiy(j) 
j=O 
and T(y) = 5 tjxiy(j). 
j=o 
If sii(ol) (for j > i) denotes the elementary symmetric function of degree i 
in 01, (Y - 1, *a*, a - j + I, then the critical equation of Q is F(U) = 0, where 
F(a) = 2 a&a). 
j=O 
A simple computation shows that 
dst*iz(a) = (i + 1) ~~,+(~+~)(a) for O<i<t. 
Hence 
Of = j! i aisi,i--j(oL). 
i-j 
It then follows from the definition of [CX; Q] (and from [5, Section 461) that 
where 
[a; In] = A + R, (4) 
and where all the coefficients of R are trivial in log s. 
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Let 6 be a root of F(a) = 0 of multiplicity m. Then from (4), the critical 
equation of [a; J2] is 
G(b) = Fi;:‘8’ -sm,(b) = 0 (5) 
which has the m simple roots, b = 0, 1, ..., m - 1. Let b be any such root. 
SinceF(jJ(6) = 0 forj < b, clearly A(&) = 0 for each constant c. Thus 
ciycxs (log x)“) = 0, (6) 
since esU /l(o) is the transform of Q(y) under x = eU, y = veSU. Since b is a 
simple root of (5), we have by (3), 
&wn-l(b) f 0. (7) 
Now 
where all the coefficients of R, are trivial. In view of (7), the critical equation 
of [b, 6; Sz] is I$@) = c&I = 0 (where c, = (F'm)(8)/m!) s~,~-#)), which has 
t3 = 0 as its only root. Then clearly, [0, b, 8; J2] (v) = clv’ + R,(v), where 
R, is trivial. Denoting the sequence (0, 0, .*a) by (0, , 0, , e*.), it is now clear 
that for i > 1, 
pi, ***> 0, ,h 6; J-4 (v) = cd + &+dv) 
(where Ri+l is trivial), and the critical equation of this haslzero as its only root. 
Part (1) now follows immediately from Lemma 4. 
Now let M(x) = cxa (log x)” E crit* (!2) and assume O(M) is non-trivial. 
From (6), 
@(M) = 0 (8) 
Hence O(M) = I’(M). A simple computation shows 
O(M) = x* i tj(x) Qj (log x), (9) 
j-0 
where Q&) is a polynomial in z alone, with constant coefficients, of degree 
< b. Let or > 0 be such that for all j, 
so(b) < - 61 (10) 
Collecting powers of log x in (9), 
&Q(M) = x+yf&) (log x)i, 
i-0 
(11) 
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where If0 , **-,fn-d is contained in a logarithmic domain of rank zero, and 
where by (lo), for all j, 
Ao(fd < - Cl * (12) 
Since Q(M) is nontrivial, some fj is nontrivial. Let 
E = - max{&(fJ :j = 0, 1, ***, n - l}. 
Then E > or by (12), and we can write fj = bir6 + Kj , where 6, is a con- 
stant, and a,(&) < - E, for each j. Thus by (1 I), 
Q(M) = x*-s 
( 
72-l 
1 , (13) 
j=O 
where 6,(K) < - F. 
Consider the differential equation, 
n-1 
@(z) = - x*-c c bj (log x>j (14) 
j=O 
Under the change of variables x = we(a-s)u, x = eu, equation (14) takes the 
form 
where the & are constants. Since the right side of (15) is a polynomial, it is 
easily seen that (15) has a polynomial solution v* = P(u). Hence 
z* = x~-~P (log x) is a solution of (14). Since E > 0, z* < M. By (13) and 
(14)Y 
ii?(z*) + Q(M) = r(z*) + X~K. 
Since S,(K) < - l , K = x-~H, where S,(H,) < 0. Since 8,(tj) < 0 for each 
j, clearly Q.z*) = x”-~H~, where 6,(H,) < 0. Letting H = HI + H, , we 
then have Q(z*) + Q(M) = xa-cH, and 6,(H) < 0. 
This proves Part 2 and concludes the proof. 
6. DEFINITION. Let a, and a2 be real numbers uch that - T < a, < a2 < T, 
and consider the filter base fl(a, , u.J (see [5, Section 941). We say that a state- 
ment holds except in finitely many directions in p(al , a,) (briejly, e.f.d. in 
& 1 , a,)), if there exist finitely many points tI < r2 < **a < rp in (a, , a& 
such that the statement holds in each of 
separately. 
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7. THEOREM I. Assume Section 2 and let s =P(al , aJ. Let Q[n] be 
nontrivial and let M E crit* (Q). Then e.f.d. in P(a, , a&, the equation 52(y) = 0 
has at least one solution N M. 
PROOF. If Q(M) is trivial, then it is proved in [7] that e.f.d. in p(a, , a,) 
the equation Q(y) = - Q(M) h as a trivial solution. If yr is such a solution, 
then M + yr is a solution N M of Q(y) = 0. Hence we may assume Q(M) 
is nontrivial. Let b = Q[*], and let Aj = &Q[j] for eachj. Let 
A(y) = i Ajy’j’. 
i=o 
Then A satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 5. Clearly ME crit* (A) and 
A(M) is nontrivial. Hence by Lemma 5, M(x) = cxa (log x)“, and there 
exist E > 0 and a polynomial P(z), such that if z* = x~-~P (log x), then 
x* < M 
and 
A@*) + A(M) = x8-EH, 
where S,(H) < 0. 





A(x) = -A(M) (3) 
d(Y) =f, (4) 
f = - xS--H. (5) 
Since A, is nontrivial, A[*] = 0 and (A, , **a, A,} lies in a logarithmic 
domain of rank zero, it is proved in [7] that there is a finite set G of real 
numbers such that if a: is a real number not in G, then for some nonzero 
real number ha, the differential polynomial r,(w) = X-“/&V%) is uni- 
majoral, and has a nonexceptional principal factorization sequence (see [6, 
Sections 13, 281 and [5, Section 1001). Since S,(H) < 0, there exists /l > 0 
such that 6,(H) < - 8. Let it = p/3. Then 
Since G is finite, choose a real OL not in G such that, 
(7) 
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Let (VI , **a, V,) be a nonexceptional factorization sequence for this I’,(zu). 
Hence the set of roots of the indicial functions (see [6, Section 611) of the 
Vi is a finite set (rl , .a-, Y,J in (aI , as). Assume r1 < r2 < -*a < rp . Then if 
J = (g, h) is any of the intervals (a,, YJ, (Ye, YJ, **., (I*, u2), no indicial 
function vanishes in J, so (V, , .a*, V,) is unblocked (see [6, Section 981) in 
(g, a, h) for all a in (g, h). Under the substitution y = k,pw, (4) becomes 
T,(w) = x-y. (8) 
But since S,(H) < - /?, and x6 < xRe6)+cl, (since l 1 > 0) it follows from (7) 
that ~-~jf< 1. Hence (VI, a*., V,) is a strong factorization sequence (see 
[6, Section 881) for (8), and therefore by [6, Section 993, there is a function 
w0 < 1 in p(J) such that I’,(w,) = x-“f. Then y. = k,m,, is a solution of 
(4), and by choice of CY, y,, < xtRe e)-dl-c. Since xfRe 6)-rl < x6, we have y,, < M 
in p(J). Letting z, = z* + y0 , then z, is a soiution of (3) and z, < M in 
F(J) by (1). Hence if y* = z1 + M, then y* m M in p(J), and cl(y*) = 0. 
Thus Q(y*) = 0 proving the theorem. 
8. DEFINITION. Assume Section 2. The degree of the critical equation of 52 
is called the critical degree of Q. If the critical degree is n, we say Sz is regular. 
9. DEFINITION. Assume Section 2. Let (yl, .*., y,J be an m-tuple of 
functions, each admissible in p(a, , uJ. Then (yI , v.0, y,,J is called dependent 
mod&o trivial functions (briejly, t-dependent) in p(aI , a,) if there is an m-tuple 
of constants (KI , em*, K,), not all zero, such that the function Cyzl Kiy, is 
trivial inF(I) for some nonempty open inter&l contained in (al , az). If (yI , me., 
y,,J is not t-dependent in F(al , aJ, we say it is t-independent. Since a t-inde- 
pendent famiZy is clearly linearly independent, we say that a set {yI , a.., y,J 
of n solutions of Q(y) = 0 is a t-fundamental set in &a, , a,) if (yI , *.a, y,J 
is t-independent in p((a, , u.J. 
10. LEMMA, Let MI, *.a, n/r, be p complex logarithmic monomials uch that 
if i fj then Mi C$ Mi (i.e., there is no constant K such that Mi N KM,). 
Let (hI , e**, h,) be a p-tuple of functions admissible in J’(a, , a,) such that 
hi N Mi in P(a, , a*) for each i. Then (h, , a**, h,) is t-independent in F(al , a& 
PROOF. The proof is by induction on p. For p = 1 it is clear. Assume 
p > 1, and assume the lemma is true for all such (p - I)-tuples of functions. 
Now let (h, , v-e, hp) be a p-tuple of functions, h, N Mi , where the Mi are 
nonequivalent. Let KI , v-e, K, be constants such that 
409/16/r-10 
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is trivial in some F(1). Let gi = hi/h, . Then by differentiation 
i=2 
where f = t/h, . It is easy to verify that (g2’, I.., g,‘) is a (p - I)-tuple of 
functions satisfying the induction hypothesis, and that f’ is trivial (by [5, 
Section 301). Hence Ki = 0 for i > 2. Since h, is nontrivial, K1 = 0 thus 
proving the lemma by induction. 
Il. THEOREM II. Assume Section 2 with 8 =p(al , a2). Let sZ[n] be 
nontrivial, and let p be the critical degree of Q. Then e.f.d. in p(al , a2), the 
equation Q(y) = 0 h as a t-independent p-tuple of solutions, each solution N to a 
complex logarithmic monomial. The complex logarithmic monomials involved 
can be taken so that if M1 and M, are any two of them, then M1 + Mz. (If 
in some F(I), (g, , 1.. ,g,) is such a p-tuple of solutions satisfying this latter 
condition, we say {g, , **., gD} is a complete logarithmic set of solutions in F(I). If 
p = 0, the empty set is a complete logarithmic set.) 
PROOF. By Lemma 5 Part (l), J2 hasp complex critical monomials M1, * * *, 
M, , such that Mi +& Mi if i # j. By Theorem I (applied to each MJ, it 
follows that e.f.d. in qa, , a,), Q(y) = 0 possesses olutions g, , **.,g, with 
gj N Mj for each j. By Lemma 10, (gl , **a, g,) is t-independent where it 
exists, thus proving the theorem. 
REMARK. When Q is regular (i.e., p = n), this is one-half of the analog 
of Fuchs’ Theorem. For the converse, we need the following representation 
theorem (which will also justify the use of the word “complete” in the defini- 
tion given in Section 11). 
12. THEOREM III. Assume Section 2 with S =P(a, , a,) and let Q[n] be 
nontrivial. Let h be a solution of Q(y) = 0, such that for some complex number OL, 
h < XOL inF(al , aJ. Then e. f.d. in p(a, , a,), h can be written as a linear combina- 
tion (with constant coeficients) of any given complete logarithmic set of solutions 
of Q, plus a trivial function. 
PROOF. Let p be the critical degree of Q. Write 
L?(y) = i Bjeiy, 
i-0 
where 0 is the operator defined by 0y = xy’, and {B, , **e, B,,} is contained 
in a logarithmic domain of rank zero. By multiplying Q(y) = 0 through by 
x-b where 
b = max{6,(Bi) : i = 0, 1, a.., n>, 
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we may assume b = 0. Thus for each i, Bi = bi + wi , where 6, is a constant 
and a,(~,) < 0. It is easy to verify that the critical equation of Sz is 
C;xo b,oci = 0. S ince the critical degree is p, we have, 
(a) B, M 1, Bi 5 1 for all i, and there exists 6 > 0 such that 
(b) J3, < xv6 for j > p (i.e., b, = 0). 
We introduce the following notation for any Q satisfying Section 2. If f 
is a nonzero solution of Q(y) = 0, then under the change of variables, y = fx, 
w = &s, Q(y) becomes, 
T(w) = y 
S=O 
( 5 Bj (, : l) Bjrs+l)f) esw. 
i=s+l 
We denote the (n - 1)st order linear differential polynomial f-“F(w) by 
(fi 9 (4’ If (f, v ..*,fi; Sz) (y) = 0 has already been defined, andf,,, is a 
nonzero solution of it, then let ( f,+l, ***,fi; Sz) stand for ( fQ+l; ( fp, ***,fi; a)). 
Iffis any nonzero function let f# be the operatorf#y = y/f. The following 
lemma is clear: 
12A. LEMMA. y = g is a solution of Q(y) = 0 if and on& if w = (0 o f#)(g) 
is a solution of (fi Q) (w) = 0. 
In view of Theorem II, let I be a nonempty open interval contained in 
(a1 j 2 P a ) such that a complete logarithmic set of solutions {g, , **e, gP} of 
Q(y) = 0 exists in F(1). Define functions h, , *a*, h, as follows: h, = g, , and 
hi+1 = (6 0 hi# 0 **a 0 e 0 hl#) (gi+1). 
Let /li be the operator 
Ai(y) = (e 0 hf# 0 *-. 0 e 0 hl#) (y). 
We need the following lemma: 
12B. LEMMA. Let i E (1, .**,p). Then 
(1) If g is - to a complex logarithmic monomial, and is such that g # gi 
for all j < i, then A,(g) is - to a complex logarithmic monomial. If f is another 
such function and f C$ g then A,(g) & A,( f ). 
(2) (hi, *es, 4; f-4 is dejined and if g is any solution of Q(y) = 0, then 
A,(g) is a solution of (hi , e-e, h,; Q) (w) = 0. 
PROOF. Both parts are proved by induction on i. (In the proof, Mi will 
denote a complex logarithmic monomial.) 
(1) We will make use of the following easily verified facts: B is stable at 
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nonconstant complex logarithmic monomials; If Mi + M, then 0Mi + 0M,; 
and the derivative of a nonconstant complex logarithmic monomial is - to a 
complex logarithmic monomial. 
For i = 1, g/h, -Ml , where M, is nonconstant. Hence /l,(g) - BM, 
which is - to a complex monomial. If f/h, - M, , then f $ g implies 
Ml + M, . Thus (1i( f) - en/r, # 0Ml N Ai(g) proving (1) for i = 1. 
Now assume (1) for i, and let g be given, g & gi forj < i + 1. By induc- 
tion hypothesis, /l,(g) N M3 , h,+l = fl,(gw,) - MJ and M, + M4 . Thus 
-4Whi+1 N M5 where M5 is nonconstant. Hence n,+i(g) - SM, which is 
- M, . If f is another such function, then by induction hypothesis, 
4(f)lhi+, -M, 3 where M7 is nonconstant, and MS + M, if f # g. Thus 
8M, + t9M, so fl,+i(g) + (li+i( f ), proving (1) by induction. 
(2) For i = 1, it is clear from Lemma 12A. Assume (2) for i, and let g 
be any solution of Q(y) = 0. Since g,+i is a solution of Q(y) = 0, we have by 
induction hypothesis that h,+l is a solution of (hi , .a*, h,; J2) (y) = 0. By 
Part (I), hi+l is nonzero since it is - to M4 . Hence (hi+l , *a., h,; Q) is 
defined. By induction hypothesis, cl,(g) solves (hi , .**, h,; Sz) (y) = 0. Hence 
by Lemma 12A, cl,+i(g) solves (h,+l , *.a, h,; Q) (y) = 0 proving Part (2), 
and concluding the proof of 12B. 
Let 
n--z (hi, . . . . h,; Q) (Y) = c &.8(X> esy for i = 0, 1, **.,p 
s=o 
(where for i = 0, this means Q itself; i.e., B,,, = B,). 
12C. LEMMA. If i E (0, 1, *+*, p> then Bi,, 2 1 for each s, Bi,,-i m 1 
and Bi,# < x-~ for s > p - i. 
PROOF. For i = 0, this is (a) and (b). We proceed by induction on i. 
Assume the result for i. Now, 
&+I,, = ‘2 Bfsj (, i 1) (hi+l)-1F-(8+1) hi+l for each 
j=s+l 
s. 
By Lemma 12B, Part (l), hi+, is - to a complex logarithmic monomial. It is 
then easily verified that for each s, (h,+&l fP-(s+l)hi+l < 1 (and is equal to 1 
if j = s + 1). The lemma now follows immediately by applying the induc- 
tion hypothesis. 
By Lemma 12C, we have the following asymptotic relations in 
(h, , hDwl , a-0, h,; Q): B,,. w 1 and B,,, < x-) for s > 0. We now prove: 
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12D. LEMMA. If g is a solution of (h, , 1-e) h,; 52) (y) = 0 and g is < 3~ 
for some constant OL, inP(I), then g is trivial inp(I). (Note that this proves Theo- 
rem III in the case p = 0). 
PROOF. If g is not trivial, then ,!I = inf {CL : OL real andg < Y> exists. 
Then for every E > 0, g < ~s,a+~. By [5, Section 311, &g < A@+~ for all B > 0 
and all s > 0. Since B,,o m 1 and B,,,g = - C:LT B,,,B”g, we have (taking 
E = s/2), g < xB-~/~, contradicting the definition of /3. Hence g is trivial. 
We are now ready to conclude the proof of Theorem III. Let h be a solution 
of Q(y) = 0, h < xo in F(cz~ , aa) for some 01. Then by Lemma 12B Part (2), 
A,(h) is a solution of (h, , .*a, h,; Q)(y) = 0. Since h < P, A,(h) is < xa 
for some /3. (This follows by induction, since A,+,(h) = 00 h&A,(h)), and 
hjel is N to a complex monomial by Lemma 12B.) Hence by Lemma 12D, 
.4,(h) is trivial in P(1). Let @i be the operator hi# o 0 o h&o *a* o 0 o h,# 
for 1 < i f p, so that Ai = B o Gii . Then z = a,(h) is a solution of 
Bz = A,(h). But this equation has coefficients in a logarithmic domain of 
rank zero, since A,(h) is trivial. Hence by [7], e.f.d. in F(1), there is a trivial 
function yi such that t9y, = A,(h). (Let 1i be any interval such that yi exists 
and is trivial in p(Ir)). Then 0(@,(h) - yi) = 0. Hence integrating, there is a 
constant K, such that 
(4 @,(h) = ~1 + Ko - 
Thus A,-,(h) = h,y, + K,,h, . Since K,,h, = A,-,(K,,g,), we have 
44 - fQ,) = 4~1. Hence z = @,-,(h - Kd,) is a solution of 
0.z = h,y, , Since yi is trivial and h, is - to a complex monomial, h,y, is 
trivial. Thus &z = ha1 has coefficients in a logarithmic domain of rank zero, 
and by [7], e.f.d. in F(1r), there is a trivial function ya such that ey, = h,y, . 
Hence B(@,-,(h - K,,gp) - yz) = 0, so 
(d) @+,(h - Kd,) = ya + Kl for some constant Kl . Thus 
4dh - G‘!?, - K&-l) = h,-lY2 - 
Noting (c) and (d) it is clear that by continuing this process, we eventually 
obtain 
@1 (h - ‘2 &R.-i) = yp + K,-, , 
i=o 
where K, , *a*, K,-, are constants and y9 is trivial (existing e.f.d. in F(Z) 
by [7]). Since @i = h,#, we have 
9-l 
h = C Kg,-i + t, 
i=o 
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where t = h,y, is trivial. Since {g, , ..., g,} exists e.f.d. in ~(cz,  u2), it is 
clear that the representation for h is valid e.f.d. in F(a, , aa), concluding 
the proof of Theorem III. 
13. LEMMA. Assume Section 2 with S =p(u, , u2), and let &?[n] be non- 
trivial. Let T be the maximum of all non-negative integers q having the property 
that there is a nonempty open interval I contained in (al , a,) such that Q(y) = 0 
has a t-independent q-tuple of solutions, each N to a complex logarithmic 
monomial in F(I). Then r is the critical degree of Q. 
PROOF. Let p be the critical degree of Q. If p = 0, then by Theorem III, 
r must be zero since any solution < xU must be trivial. Hence we can assume 
p >o. 
By Theorem II, p < r. Assume p # r, so p < r. Let I be such that there 
exists a t-independent r-tuple (h, , ..*, h,) of solutions each N to a complex 
monomial in p(1). By Theorem II, O(y) = 0 has a complete logarithmic set 
c&5 9 *..,g,} of solutions in an F(J) such that K = J n I is a nonempty 
open interval. Then by Theorem III, there is a nonempty open interval K1 
contained in K such that in p(‘(K,-) we have the representations, 
hj = i cijgi + ti (1 <.i <r), 
i=l 
where t, is trivial, and the cij are constants. Since I > p, the p equations 
have a solution (6, , *se, b,), where the b3 are not all zero. Then 
~ bjh, = ~ bjtj , 
j-1 j-1 
which is trivial, contradicting the t-independence of (h, , a*., h,.). Thus 
p = r. 
14. THEOREM IV. Assume Section 2 with S =P(a, , u2), and let Q[n] 
be nontrivial. Then a necessary and su@cient condition that e.f.d. in qa, , a,), 
Q(y) = 0 have a t-fundamental set of solutions each .- to a complex logarithmic 
monomial is that D be regular. 
PROOF. The sufficiency follows from putting p equal to n in Theorem II. 
The necessity follows from Lemma 13. 
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15. REMARK. If Q(y) = y” + y’, then !S is not regular, but in 
F( - 7r/2, p/2) (i.e., the right half-plane), G’(y) = 0 possesses a fundamental 
set of solutions, each N to a logarithmic monomial (e.g., {1,1 + e-5)). Thus 
in Theorem IV, in order to conclude that Q is regular, the condition that 
Q(y) = 0 have a t-fundamental set of solutions each N to a complex 
monomial, cannot be replaced by the condition that it just have a fundamen- 
tal set of such solutions. 
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